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Article Body:
The activation and movement of Kundalini Shakti (Divine Serpent Power) is extremely difficult.

The control, activation and arising of Kundalini power is increasingly difficult in that order

The evolved soul force of a spiritual aspirant who activates his vital force fire with self co

When Shiva´s wife Sati was insulted in her father Daksha´s Yajna she activated her Yoga fire a
Even ordinarily it is difficult to wake up those who are in deep sleep.

When children, grownu

The Rishis say in ˆMahayoga Vijnana˜ that----

ˆThe soul force Kundalini (Divine Serpent Power) like a female snake is sleeping on the Moolad
There is a lot of rise and fall when the vital force fire within us is lit up.
While awakening the Kundalini one has to face such dire situations.
The method of a female scorpion´s procreation is very strange.

When there are

Hence one not only needs

In her womb many eggs are nour

The procreation of Sidhis (divine powers) conjoined to Kundalini is exactly like this.
Awakening of the Kundalini (Divine Serpent Power) is like a fiery test.
Many tasks can be executed when fire is lit.

When gold is heated a

With it muck, dirt and rotten stuff can be dried

Sometimes in the form of foam of milk or bubbles of water it settles at the base.
Stored bad psychic imprints too overflow.

Whenev

But if Kund

Green grass dries up in hot summer and turns green

Ayurved doctors make Rasa (juice) or Bhasma (ashes).

They are made from sacrificial fires lik

If steam gets scattered everywhere it is of no use but if it is concentrated in a limited area
There is a mighty storehouse of electricity in the human body but it lies scattered.

An old female full of austerities lived in the forest.

A mendicant came there.

Hence on

The old lady

The mendicant thought she was begging for sexual intercourse and hence sent her away without f
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